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§61 ✴thatの識別  

4754 The fact is that he has not paid anything yet.  

①He is the best player that I have seen.  

②I like that idea of yours.  

③Which do you like better, this or that?  

❹I thought that the child would follow me.  〈駒澤大〉 

4755 It is because she is honest that I like her. 

①I can’t stand that kind of jealousy. 

②The English spoken in rural Georgia is quite different from that of 

rural Indiana. 

③There are over half a million words in English, but nobody uses 

that many. 

❹It is from advertising that a newspaper earns most of its profits.  
   〈北里大〉 

4756 The notion that a person should consume eight glasses of water per 

day cannot be traced to a credible scientific source. 

①It was last week that he went there. 

②I find it wrong that a child should go out late at night. 

③That she was here is true. 

④We must accept the fact that we lost the game.  
   〈北海道薬科大〉 

4757 The thought crossed his mind that all he had to do was find his little 

sister. 

①The key that I lost a week ago has been found. 

②I don’t like him thinking like that. 

③She said that her daughter would come later. 

④We came to the conclusion that he was guilty.〈北海道薬科大〉 
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4758 I immediately decided to make a long trip that might take several 

months. 

①She married a man that people thought was her enemy. 

②I am sure of the fact that you are honest. 

③He wished to God that he might bless my soul. 

④The people around me found out that I was invited to the U.S.  
   〈北海道薬科大〉 

4759 It is a hard task to select the photo that gives the best impression of 

ourselves. 

①Just the idea that you are eating raw fish makes you feel sick. 

②It was totally by accident that Alexander Fleming first discovered 

penicillin. 

③It is certain that the film will cause both laughter and tears. 

④Researchers tried to find ways to make insulin that would more 

closely resemble human insulin.  〈北海道薬科大〉 

4760 A very strong expression of the idea that language could determine 

thought was offered by some researchers in the mid-twentieth 

century. 

①She wears a big ribbon in her hair that she may look cute. 

②The street that leads to our school is very steep and narrow. 

③They tried to hide the fact that they had broken the window. 

④It was in 1963 that John F. Kennedy was shot to death.  
   〈北海道薬科大〉 
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4761 It is the combination of wonderful countryside with historical 

buildings that makes the area perfect to explore on foot. 

①It never occurred to me that he was her father. 

②Make sure that you put your given ID number. 

③It was yesterday that my sister visited me. 

④We noticed that unusual things had happened to him there.  
   〈北海道薬科大〉 

4762 World cities seem to bask in the notion that they are true centers of 

human life on the planet. 

①It is certain that he will come. 

②They told us that the situation was serious. 

③We have come to the conclusion that we should put off the project 

till next year. 

④Speak more loudly so that everybody can hear you. 
   〈杏林大〉 


